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MP3 Player QUICK START
DS 3512

1. Insert Batteries.

2. Insert Headphones.

3. Make sure the key hold function is off.

4. Press and Hold Play Button until LCD Lights up.

5. Main Menu using the scroll keys [<<   >>] Select the music icon.

6. Press the menu key. The LCD screen will change to the mp3 screen.

7. Press play button.

8. Enjoy Music.

The Computer Doesn't Recognize my Player

1. Make sure the USB cable is plugged in all the way to both the player 

    and the computer. 

2. Try using a different computer to make sure that the fault is not with your 

    USB ports. 

3. If you are using any edition of windows besides XP you need to download 

    and install the drivers located on your CD.

4. Contact Customer Support if you are still experiencing trouble at 

    1 800 998 7771

Firmware

All players ship with the most up to date firmware. DO NOT DOWNLOAD 

FIRMWARE FROM ANY THIRD PARTY. If you find firmware anywhere 

besides this site, do not download it to you player. Third party firmware's 

will destroy your player and offer no new features. 

Downloading any firmware from anyone other then Delstar will void your 

warranty

Putting Files on Your Player

1. Plug in your Delstar mp4 player to your PC's USB port. 

2. Locate your player on the PC by opening 'My Computer'; it should show 

    up as Removable drive. 

3. Click to open the player drive. 

4. Locate the directory where the files you want on the player are located 

    on your PC, and open that folder. 

5. Click and hold on the desired file to transfer, and then "drag" it over to 

    the player's external drive folder, and unclick to 'drop' the file onto the 

    player or right mouse click and copy it and then paste it into the mp4 

    player.
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Catalogue       This Mp3 player represents a new generation of MP3 players, supporting MP1, MP2, 

MP3, WMA, WMV,  ASF, WAV and other music file formats. its excellent sound effect,  

high reliability and graceful appearance match well with each other It can be called the 

first-class works. We  whole-heartedly wish   that it could bring you super enjoyment of 

the digital time.

 Pronouncement items

    Thank you for your purchase. 

    Please read this manual carefully before using your new player.

    Contents in this manual may change possibly for better service.

    We have the right to make changes to this manual without notice.

 Function summarization

 Exquisite pronouncement design, fashionable anti-rubbing nanom-eter lens decorations.

 Support many kinds of audio frequency patterns, such as MP1, Mp2,MP3,WMA,WMV,

    ASF,WAV and other musical formats.

 Firmware upgrade function, offer latest upgrade software download in the website, 

    realize this machine's expansion of the function upgrade. 

 FM receiving, the function of strong automatic or manual searching radio station, 

    let you receive the programmed easily.

 Without driving U-disk function, no need of managing program, it can pass on data, no 

    need of install driver in WIN 2000 system or over it.

 "Unusual degree space"disk mode, using the subsidiary tools, you can divide the disk 

    of this machine into two disks and encipher one of them, hide the space ,and prevent this 

    part from seeing and reading, so as to hide the secret.

 Backlight display in blue with time setting.

 You can record through the microphone and save them as the voice documents of WAV

     and ATC mode.

 Section or contrast re-reading, realizing the true digital re-reading function.

 Seven timbre balance ware, natural, rock, popular, classical, soft,  jazz, and DBB.

 Several playing mode, common mode, single -song cycle, catalogue playing, catalogue 

    cycle, total cycle, stochastic playing and  skimming playing.

 Fixed time shutting -off you can set the sleeping and electricity-saving mode so as to 

    use it more conveniently.

 With the full and audio visual animation menu with corresponding words, you can use 

    it with high proficiency.

 Electricity quantity display

    This mp3 player employs the control of nine-level electricity quantity. 

    When the electricity quantity is 1.5V, the display shows        . 

    With the time up, the display of the electricity quantity will reduce.When the battery is 

almost used up, the battery mode will change into blank         . You should change the battery 

in time.

 Basic function operation

 Enter the menu

    You can enter all kinds of menus through pressing the MODE key. The menu is divided 

into the main menu (long time press the mode key to enter when is stopping), the playing 

sub-menu (short time press) and the sub-menu in the stop situation (press the key for a 

short time)

 Browsing operation

     Choose the skimming songs and the menu items.

     Fast forward and fast backward while playing.

 Entry distinctness features mode

    From the main menu you will enter different function mode. 

    Main menu: 

 Screen display signal 

 Get to know the musical player

 Outward appearance and keystroke

long control Mode

come into:

Musical mode: Recording mode:

Sound mode:     FM mode (Optional): System setting:

Enter the USB mode through 
the connection with PC:

 Volume adjustment
    Press the VOL- key for a short time to turn down the volume and the VOL+ key for a 
    time to turn up the volume.

 Turn on / Turn off
    Press the PLAY key for a long time to turn on or turn off the mp3 player

Playing or stopping (record have stay function). From submenu exit.
    Music mode. short press Play key. Play music.
    Play music. Short press Play key stop play.

 Play/Pause
     In the Music mode press the "Play/Pause" button to playback the music.

 Keystroke operation
 Keystroke operation definition

               - Express Forward;           - Express Backward;          - Play/Pause
    1."Play/Pause": Power ON/PLAY/STOP/OFF.
    2."Mode": General confirmation button.
    3."VOL+": Increase volume. Speed up.
    4."VOL-": Decrease volume. Speed down.
    5."Forward": Next one. Fast Forward. Next
    6."Backward": Previous one. Fast Backward. Last
    7."USB": USB plug.
    8."Earphone jack": Standard earphone connector. 
    9."HOLD" Press lock key.
    10. "REC": Come into recording mode.

 Keystroke action definition
      Keystroke action comprise short press long press press single press four genus 
handle means.
      Back expect in particular explain all belong to short press.
      Short press: press once Keystroke. At once become effective.
      Long press: press once Keystroke. Excess 1.2 second don't leave go of just go into 
effect, and that just once.
      Single: press once keystroke. As far as leave go of time moment just go into effect.
      Press: Press once keystroke unto leave goes of process. Business take definite 
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frequency time after time goes into effect. For example : "next last".

 Play music

 Operation program

1 Connect to the headphone and plug the headphone jack into the mp3 player's headphone 

    jack. Now you have succeeded in connection.

2 Rests the PLAY key for a long time to start up the player and enter the musical mode. 

    Then you should press the PLAY key for a short time to play the music.

3 Choose the music

                : Choose the previous song

                : Choose the next song 

4 Control the volume

    VOL+: increase the volume

    VOL-: decrease the volume

 Sound-effect mode:

1 While playing the music

2.  Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the sub-menu of playing.

3.  Push the          key to choose.

4.Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the choice menu of  Sound-effect mode 

    and choose the menu Item about Sound-effect mode.

    Sound effect mode choose:

5.  All the Sound-effect illustration (EQ):

        Natural

        Rock

        Pop

        Classical

        Soft

        Jazz

        DBB

6.  Push the          key to choose and press the Mode key to confirm.

 Sound record

    Record please insures have enough Battery.

    Display sustains every list file save.

 Record in recording mode

1. Enter main menu:

2. Push          to choose the recording mode.

3. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the recording mode.

4. Press the Play Key for a short time to start recording.  

       Recorded file can be saved either in the root directory or in the sub-directory. 

       If you get the message "Disk full" on the screen, that means there is not enough space 

to save the recorded file, you should delete the fileto get the space.

      If you get the message "Directory full" on the screen, that means that the recorded files 

quantity exceeded 99, you should save the recorded file to another directory.

        Record process respond "Play" key.

 Choose recording types

1. In recording stopping interface

2. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the recording sub-menu:

3. Push         , choose Recording Type Sub-menu item Press the Mode Key for a short time 

    to enter this item.

    Record type choose interface:

4. Push          to choose the suitable Recording Type and Press the Mode Key for a short 

    time to confirm the chosen type.

   Recording Type 

               High-grade record. wav format. Timbre good.

               Long time record.act format. Timbre commonly.

               High-grade voice control. Wav format. (Voice control record. Doesn't voice) 

               Long time voice control. act format.

5. Press the Play Key to start recording.

 Play recording documents 

1.Enter the main menu.

2. Push          to choose playing mode.

3. Press the Mode Key to enter the Playing Mode Interface.

4. Re-press the Play Key to start playing  

5. Choose record documents.

        Last key: choose front singleton record file

        Next key: choose singleton record file

6. Command volume

    VOL+: enhance volume

    VOL-: reduce volume

 Transform ACT recording files into WAV

    The ACT format recorded in this player can be converted into WAV format through the 

additional installing program.

1.Run "Sound Converter " program , and click "Open"button.

2. Choose the ACT file that will be converted.

3. Click "Convert" button, and it will be converted into WAV file.

    Besides the function of converting the ACT into WAV, this tool can play WAV and MP3 

files.

 Use FM radio set (Optional)

1. Enter the main menu

2. Push the NEXT Key to choose the "Receiving Mode"

3. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the "Receiving Mode".

4. Automatic Searching

      Press the "         /         " button for 2 seconds (long time press), the player will auto 

search for the next Radio station with the 100KHz increment forward or backward, it will 

not stop until the a clear radio station has been found. If you want to cancel the auto search, 

just press the "        /        " button again.

5. Fine Tuning

    Push the Last Key: single step backward for 100KHz

    Push the Next Key: single step forward for 100KHz.

6. Save the searched frequency

      Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the FM sub-menu and re- press the Mode 

Key for a short time to save this broadcasting station. 

7. Receive the saved broadcasting station

      If there is one or more saved broadcasting station, you can press the Play key for a 

short time to receive backward in sequence.

8. Inner recording function

      You can record the programs what you like while listening to the broadcasting station 

programs Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter FM sub-menu to choose high 

quality recording or long time recording and you can record the present program in the 

recording file. Press the Mode Key for a short time to quit recording.

9. Control the volume:

    VOL+: increase the volume

    VOL-: decrease the volume 

         : You can save up to 20 radio stations in your MP3 player.

         : To delete the radio station please refers to the section Delete file below.

 System setting

 How to get in

      You can set the system parameter here and each item will change with the upgrade of 

the firmware.

1. Enter the main menu

2. Push          to choose the system setting.

3. Push the Mode Key for a short time to enter the system setting
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 Each parameter item synopsis

(Record Time)          Sets the date and time of the recorded files.

(Back Light)              Sets the timing of the backlight.

(Back Light Mode)   Sets backlight color

(Language)               Sets the language

(Power off)                Sets the time of the auto-power off.

(Replay Mode)         Sets the Replay mode.

(Contrast)                 Sets the Contrast of your LCD

(Online Mode)          Sets the function of the MP3 removable disk  

 (Memory Info)         Checks capacity of the flash memory

(Firmware Version) Displays the date of the current firmware version

(Firmware Update)  Use this setting for the firmware update

(Exit)                         Exit the submenu

 Detailed applying directions

 Recording time Setting

1. System setting Interface

2. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the time recording interface.

    Recording Time:

3.Press "VOL+" (VOL-) to select the date and time.

4.Press the         button to increase or press          to decrease.

5.Having finished adjusting the time, Press the "Mode" button to confirm.

 "Backlight time" enactment

1.System Setting Interface 2. Push         to choose the "backlight time". 

3. Press the Mode Key for a short time to 
    enter the time interface in backlight 

4. Push          /          to regulate the time. 

5. After that please press the Mode Key to 
    make sure to quit.

 Language choice's Setting

    Operation systems consult" sound effect mode" enactment

 Shut down Setting

    Please refer to the operation method on the time setting in poor light.

    The Electricity -saving Mode means: You can set such a time (unit: second). In 

the state of stopping, it is calculated from no keystroke. The mp3 player is shut down 

automatically to save the electricity when the time is up. The number 0 means this 

function is shut down.

     Sleeping Mode means: You can set such a time (unit: second) In no matter what 

state, it is calculated from no keystroke. The mp3 player is shut down automatically 

when the time is up and this is used for listening to music before sleeping. 

Caution: The Sleeping Mode is valid only once after setting .The set time will be 

cleared automatically after shutting down. If you need that function, set it again 

please.

 Re-reading Setting

     Refer to the operation about Sound-effect Mode.

     The Manual Mode means: A-B re-reading cannot punctuate automatically. 

Only the synthetic setting can do it. The Automatic Mode means that A-B 

re-reading can do it automatically. (It is used for English Reading in the state of 

no music.)

 Contrast Regulation

     Refer to the tine setting in the poor light.

 Online mode

     Refer to the setting of Sound-effect Mode.

     Some operation systems (the edition before Windows 2K SP4) can't support the USB 

disk with two drive letters. So now you need choose to use which disk (single common 

disk or single encrypted disk) after using the function of unusual degree space. The 

chosen disk will be displayed after connecting to the computer.

 Memory State

     The numbers here means the total capacity of the disk and the percentage shows the 

space rate that is used.

 Firmware Edition

     You can see the present Firmware Edition in the player.

 Firmware Upgrade

     It is the interface for upgrading the Firmware. Enter this interface before firmware 

upgrade.

        Press the Mode Key for a short time after setting the items and you can press the Play 

Key for a short time to quit the menu. The Play Key, which has the function of quitting the 

menu, is valid to all the menus.

 Use USB disk

      This MP3 player can be used as a USB disk. There is no need to install any driver (with 

exception of Windows 98) under Windows 2000/XP, Mac OS 10.3 or above, Linux Reseat 

8.0 or above.

      The MP3 player can use the USB port power, so when it is connected to the PC the 

battery is not used. If you want to playback the music when MP3 player is connected to 

the computer, during the "wait mode" press the "Mode" button, and then you will enter 

the main menu.

     After connection with the PC has been established, there are three kinds of MP3 modes, 

which are shown on the screen in the following way:

 1.Waiting Situation 2. In the process of downloading 
    the data

3. Sending the data        

 Upgrade the player

      Your MP3 player can be updated use the utility software supplied with it. To upgrade 

the MP3 player firmware please, follow the steps below:

1. Enter main menu

2. Push the         to choose the system setting.

3. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the system setting.

4. Push the          to choose the firmware upgrade.

5. Connect the player to PC.

6. Run the upgrading tool of PC "MP3 Player Update", then click the button " Choosing 

    the new edition hard files".

7. Choose the new firmware program (You can find it in the CD of the computer or 

    download it in the seller's website)

8. Click the button "Starting to upgrade"; the system will begin the upgrade.

9. If you have done the upgrade successfully, the player will hints the  following:

        Firmware upgrade is the function for promoting and optimizing the player. If you 

don't use it, the common run of the player itself will not be affected.

        Firmware update used in a wrong way might damage your MP3 player! Before 

updating please, read the instruction carefully. Make sure that the uploaded file does 

correspond to your model of the MP3 player. The person performing update is supposed 

to have some experience in working with computers.

        The firmware upgrade software of this player cannot apply to other players, vice versa.
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1.In the stopping interface (the example 
here is the Music Mode, recording and 
playing can choose the directory) 

2. Press Mode Key to enter the stopping 
sub-menu.

3. Re-press the Mode Key to enter the 
directory choice interface. 

4. Push the         or the          to choose in the 
directory.

5. Mode Key to confirm the chosen 
directory.

 Other settings 

 Choose different catalogues (stop sub-menu)

     It is possible to use a different directory rather than the root directory for the recording 

or music playback. The MP3 player can support up to 9 directories, which the MP3 can 

use to playback files in there. To do that please, follow the steps below

Caution: You can set the corresponding individual directory. About Music Mode, 

Recording Mode and Playing Mode. That means these three modes are not in the same 

directory.

 Delete documents (stop sub-menu)

    In music mode expand. Sound mode, and FM mode all can delete comparatively file 

and keep broadcasting station.

1. In the stopping interface. (FM naught 
stop interphase)

2. Press Mode Key to enter the stopping 
sub-menu

3. Push the          or the          and choose the 
single file or all files in the menu

4. Press Mode Key for a short time to enter 
Deleting interface

5. Push the         to change "NO" to "YES". 6. Push the Mode Key to confirm and then 
begin to delete.

      The choice "Delete All" will delete all the files in the selected directory for the chosen 

mode (e.g. if the MP3 is in the "Music mode" it will delete all the music files, but not the 

other ones, such as recorded files)

      In FM Radio you can delete the pre-saved radio station in a similar fashion.

        If you prefer to delete the files from your PC when MP3 is connected to the USB port, 

make sure you use the Safely Remove Device wizard of Windows before you unplug the 

MP3 player from the USB port. Otherwise some data might get corrupted.

 Playing Mode (Playing the sub-menu)

     You can choose different playing modes (like repetition or cycle) while playing music 

or recording files. The first item in the playing sub-menu is Playing Mode. When the 

choice is confirmed, the player will play according to the setting rule.

   Normal

   Repeat One Repeat playing one single song

   Folder Play all the music in the playing folder.

   Repeat Folder Repeat play file inside having music.

   Repeat All 

 REPEAT

 SHUFFLE

   Random

 INTRO

  Intro

Nonce list song plays done with. Carry over play after 
one list music, unto play done with having file stop.

Repeat playing the music in the directory

Play the music in the present folder randomly

Play the first ten seconds of all the music in the 
present folder in sequence. 

 Playing speed (play sub-menu)

    You can choose different playing speed (Becoming quicker or slower) when playing the 

music (only for MP3 formats) and recording files. But the tone and sound will not change.

1 During the music playing.

2. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the playing sub-menu.

3. Push the          to choose the item of playing speed menu.

4. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the menu of the choice of playing speed.

5. Push the          to accelerate the playing, push the Last Key to slow down the playing.

Caution: Tempo Rate set is suitable to each music files till it is changed

 Re-reading Mode (Playing the sub-menu)

    Get into through playing the sub-menu.

  A-B Re-reading 

1. At Music Mode or Voice Mode

2. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the play sub-menu.

3. Push the          to select "replay".

4. Press the Mode Key for a short time to enter the re-reading mode 

     Push the          to confirm the starting point -A.

     Push the          to confirm the starting point -B.

5. Press the          key, confirm the A, in the picture appearance B, wait confirm the B.

6. Press the          key, confirms the B. 

      Replay icon   is fixed and A-B segment replay begins. When replay times count up to 

times set in advance, the player will quit from Replay Mode. At Replay Mode, pushing 

last can set "A" again to select another segment. (Setting of replay times refers to "Replay 

Times" in the next section.

        In the re-reading mode: Repeat mode. You can press VOL+ or VOL- to set the playing 

speed directly.

 The function of reading along ( the voice mode do not have this function )

1. The mp3 player is re-reading the A-B. 2. Push the          to enter the re-reading 
mode. 

4. When the time is up, it plays the original 

voice, and the sign changes into           . You 

can push the         to enter the contrast 

function at this time.

3. The re-reading sign A-B is changed into 
the reading alone sign           . The mp3 
player begins to record the users' voices. 
The time length is the re-reading time of 
the former A-B. 

       Push the           to come back to the A-B re-reading state at this time.

 The contrast function(the voice mode do not have this function )

1. Entering the contrast function, the 

re-reading sign shows as          , the original 

voice is played at this time.

2. After that, the sign is changed into           . 

The reading along voice of the users is 

played.

       Push the           to come back to the state of the re-reading function now.

 

        In above these three states, you can press the Mode Key for a short time to quit 

re-reading mode.

 Re-reading times (play sub-menu)

    Refer to the time setting of background light.

    The re-reading times determine to quit after how many times of the A-B re-reading.

 Re-reading interval (play sub-menu)

    Refer to the time setting of background light.

    The re-reading interval determines how long the halt time is between this playing and the 

previous one (unit: Second).

 Key recommendation

          Unusual Degree Space Function 

      With the supplied utility you can divide the MP3 player into two sections (public and 

encrypted). Under Windows 2000 SP4 and above you will see 2 disks in this case. Under 

older operating systems only one removable disk will be seen on your computer. If you 

still want to see the other, you should enter the "SYS" menu of your MP3 player and select 

3. First you will see formatted tool, choose "division and encrypting " item please. 

    Choose a suitable capacity for the encrypted disk and pick up the user name or password. 

    Input the user name in "New User Name" and input the password in " New Password ". 

    Input the same password in "New Password Confirmation". Click the "Start" button, 

    and then the division begins.

4. The division finishes, the hints are the following.

5. The computer hints new startup after "Confirmation", and confirms this process.

6. You can see two drive letters after startup (You can only see one drive letter in the 

    edition before Windows 2k Sp4). You will see three files, two of them are hidden, and 

    one is executed file after clicking the encrypted disk. The space of the disk is only 300K. 

"Multi Drive" for "Online Mode". To encrypt the MP3 player please, follow the steps 

below:

1. Connect the player with the computer.

2. Run the installing program kit in this mp3 player MP3 Player Disk Tool. 



Download of 
music files fails.

No Power
Check whether the battery have been inserted properly.
Check whe ther the player is turned ON.

No sound is heard 
from headphone.

Check whether Volume is set "0" and connect the headphone plugs 
firmly.
Check whether the headphone plug is dirty.
Corrupted MP3 may make a static noise and the sound may cut off. 
Make sure that the music files are not corrupted.

Characters in LCM 
are corrupted

Check whether the right language has been selected.

FM Reception is 
poor.

Adjust the position of the headphone and player.
Turn off the power of other electric devices near the player.
The headphone may be used as the antenna.

Check whether USB cable is damaged and is connected properly
Check whether driver is installed correctly.
Check whether the player's memory is full.
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7. Run the executed file "RdiskDecrypt.exe" and input the user name and the password 
    in the dialog box. If correct, the disk can be entered  and you can copy files into it. 

8. Connecting the mp3 player with the computer each time, you should  input the user 
    name and the password to enter the encrypted disk.

        Note: If you want to encrypt the disk in the way described above, please, first backup 
your files, all the data will be lost after the encryption.

        Warning: Don't forget your password and the user name; otherwise you won't be 
able to use your disk. In case the password is lost, you can only format the disk to regain 
the access, but then all your files will be lost.

 USB drive install
Install
Caution: 1. At FM radiogram state, don't join USB.
                   2. At WINDOWS98 system. Maybe appear join USB fixture cannot up to snuff 
                       handle or disk symbol not reveal phenomena: here, please open install disk file 
                        straight double click setup.exe press clue on install instanter OK.

 Difficulty question

 Technology specification              

Appearance Size

Weight

Screen Lattice

Join the computer 

CPU Flashing Memory

Power Supply

Recording Record format

Record time

MP3 WMA
WMV ASF

MP3 bit rate

WMA, WMV, ASF bit rate

Frequency response

Signal to Noise ratio

Distortion 

FM radio Optional Channel Number

The biggest output power 
of the headphone

SNR
Music formats 
supported

Temperature range

Language support

Operating system

86mm 34mm 23mm

25g(Without the battery)

(128*32) LCD Screen blue color background

128MB-256MB-512MB

10 hours

Rate 8KHz

WAV(32K bps) ACT(8K bps)

35 hours(ACT 128M Flash)

Earphone max power (L)10mW+(R)10mW(32Ohm)

8K bps - 320K bps

5K bps - 384K bps

20Hz- 20KHz

85dB

0.05%

The range of receiving 
frequency

76MHz - 90MHz / 
87MHz - 108MHz

20 20

(L)10mW+(R)10mW
(32Ohm)

45dB

MP1 MP2 MP3 WMA WMV ASF WAV

-5 ~ +40 Degree

Windows98/SE/ME/2K/XP Mac OS 10 Linux 2.4.2

Remark: Mp3 player design and spec may change without notice.                   MP3.4A

Full Speed USB1.1 Read speed (MAX): 1000K byte/s 
Write speed (MAX): 800k byte/s

Simplified Chinese Simplified English Complex 
Chinese Complex English German French rank eight 
country language.

 Follow accessory

       USB line                   one

       Headphone               one 

       Direction                  one

       Installation CD        one

       AAA Battery             one
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